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Jaxon Gets Shaved is a story about a 13 year old boy and his and his relationship with 
his 22 year old neighbor, Andrew.  Andrew Jones is one of the top computer security 
experts in the world.  His amazing ability to hack any computer came to the attention of 
federal law enforcement officials when he was just 16.  As a condition of having his 
record expunged, Andrew started consulting for the top federal law enforcement 
agencies. He then developed a highly profitable computer security business with large 
firms.   In the early stages of the story we watch as Jaxon and Andrew fight a powerful 
mutual sexual attraction.  Watch the sexual tension build until they have to have each 
other.  Enjoy Jaxon Gets Shaved!  

Thank you!!!  I have been flooded with your emails…and loved every one of them.  
Clearly this story has touched a lot of you deeply.  It has become your story.  I hope 
it lives up to your expectations.  Please let me know what you think at 
mack1137@gmail.com.   

As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.   
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas, 
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at 
mack1137@gmail.com.   

Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or 
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit 
http://mack1137.sensualwriters.com
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Jaxon Gets Shaved – Chapter 2  

Neither Andrew nor Jaxon slept well.  Both were anxious about the day ahead.  Both 
were having wild fantasies about the potential for a wild sexual adventure, but each of 
them had concerns about how the other one would react to an overtly sexual approach.  
As a result both were apprehensive about the day to come.  

Jaxon was still tossing and turning at 6:00 am.  He was sleeping naked as usual.  His 
penis was painfully erect.  The contact with the sheet was almost enough to push him 
over the edge.  Jaxon steadfastly refused to allow release of the sexual tension.  He did 
not want to waste one drop of his precious seed in anticipation of a sexual adventure of a 
lifetime…or at least he hoped it would be.  

At 6:30 he got up and paced around his room in nervous anticipation.  His throbbing 
erection waved in front of him.  Jaxon worried that he was so close to a climax that the 
slightest touch would cause an explosion of semen.  Jaxon had heard guys talking about 
taking a cold shower when they are especially horny.  He didn’t know if it would work 
but he had to try something.  

He went into his bathroom and turned the cold water on in the shower.  He stepped in the 
shower and cried out as the icy cold water hit his young hairless body.  The cold shower 
helped and his penis was soon soft.  Jaxon washed himself paying particular attention to 
his penis.  Thinking about why he wanted to be sure his young bare penis was clean was 
starting to make it chub again.  He finished his shower and quickly toweled off.  

Jaxon pulled on a pair of khaki cargo shorts over his naked body and he grabbed a yellow 
pocket t-shirt and pulled it over his head.  He found his leather flip flops in the corner of 
his room and slipped his feet into them.  He did all of this as fast as he could so he didn’t 
have time to think about anything else.  

Jaxon was dressed and ready to go at 7:15.  He paced around the house.  Thankfully his 
mother was still asleep.  At 7:30 Jaxon could not stand it any longer.  He went out the 
front door letting it slam behind him.  His erection was throbbing and the friction from 
his cargo shorts was intensely stimulating.  Each step sent electric shocks through his 
young engorged penis.  

The door slamming was enough to wake Katherine.  She leaned up and looked at her 
bedside clock and shook her head.  

Jaxon walked next door and rang the door bell.  

It took a few minutes for Andrew to answer the door.  And that gave Jaxon time to listen 
to the little voice in his head telling him how stupid he was for being here this early.  
Jaxon’s worst fears were confirmed when Andrew opened the front door with only a bath 
towel around his waist.    



Andrew’s face lit up when he saw Jaxon.  Jaxon started apologizing profusely about 
being there so early.  

It is not a problem.  I have been up for a while and I swam some laps and took a shower 
by the pool.  I am sorry it took me so long to answer the door.  Let’s get something to 
drink, said Andrew.  

As they walked toward the kitchen, Andrew put his arm around Jaxon’s shoulder.  He 
told Jaxon, I think we’ll have fun while your mom is gone.  

Jaxon looked at Andrew grinning and hoping they both had the same kind of fun in mind.  
Jaxon found even the light touch of Andrew’s thumb and forefinger against the base of 
his neck was intensely erotic.  

When they got to the kitchen Andrew asked Jaxon if he wanted some orange juice or 
coffee.   

May I have some OJ? Jaxon asked.  

Sure, said Andrew.  Andrew pointed to a bar stool at the breakfast bar and told Jaxon to 
make himself comfortable.  

As he poured Jaxon’s juice, Andrew’s voice took on a serious tone.  Jaxon there is 
something that I need to talk to you about.  It is something that I need to tell you.    

The phone started to ring.  Andrew looked at caller identification and apologized.  I have 
to take this call.  It is a very important client of mine.  Andrew was on the phone for 3 or 
4 minutes talking with the client about a serious security breach that the client 
experienced over night.  Andrew told him that he would look into the problem.  

While the conversation was going on, the little voice in Jaxon’s head was telling him all 
sorts of bad things about what Andrew was going to tell him.   Jaxon convinced himself 
that Andrew knew about Jaxon’s lust for him and was angry.  Jaxon was sure he was 
going to send him home because of it.  The more Jaxon thought about all of this the more 
upset he became.  

When Andrew turned off the phone, he apologized again for the interruption.  He looked 
Jaxon in the eye.  Andrew knew something was wrong but he could not figure out what 
was bothering Jaxon so he forged ahead.    

Jaxon I have to tell you something.  I hope it doesn’t change our relationship.  This may 
upset you but I would rather tell you now than have you find out by accident.  

Jaxon looked both puzzled and hurt.  He was sure it was bad news and he was almost on 
the verge of tears.  



Andrew said, I could never lie to you.  That is why I have to tell you that I am gay.  

Jaxon, in fractions of a second, went through almost every human emotion possible.  He 
went from being ready to explode in tears to being completely overjoyed in the space of 
one sentence.  His face lit up like the sun and Jaxon launched out of the bar stool like he 
was shot out of a cannon.  He threw himself across the kitchen at Andrew wrapping his 
arms around Andrew’s neck.  

Andrew that is so cool…it’s awesome…best news ever…wow.  

Andrew held the boy close gently rubbing his back.  The grin on Andrew’s face lit up the 
room.  

Both Andrew and Jaxon felt something land on their feet.  The friction from the hug was 
enough to dislodge Andrew’s damp towel. It fell to the floor.  

Oh oh…, said Jaxon.  Is that what I think it is?  

Yup, said Andrew…that is if you think it was my towel.  Andrew laughed a joyful laugh.  

Jaxon pulled back and just stared at Andrew’s manhood.  Wow, it is even cooler than I 
thought it would be…I have dreamed about it… and this is so cool…so big…whoa 
dude…it is starting to…you know…coooool!  All of this tumbled out of Jaxon’s mouth 
in one quick burst.  

Andrew can I…you know…touch it?  Without waiting for permission, Jaxon’s hand went 
toward Andrew’s rapidly enlarging member.  

Oh yeah…I gotta tell you something too, said Jaxon…I was so scared…I was afraid you 
would freak you out…you know…like hate me…but I gotta tell you…I am gay too!  
Right as Jaxon finished telling Andrew he was gay, Jaxon’s hand cupped around 
Andrew’s raging erection.  Jaxon looked into Andrew’s eyes.  This is so cool…you are 
sooooo hot!  Jaxon threw his arms back around Andrew’s neck.    

Andrew laughed and said, Dude take a breath!  You are going to turn blue from lack of 
oxygen.  Andrew wrapped his arms around Jaxon and kissed his forehead.    

Jaxon could not believe that he was holding Andrew’s massive erection.  Jaxon closed his 
eyes and his nostrils filled with Andrew’s clean man scent.  Jaxon wanted to save this 
moment forever.  

Jaxon you are amazing, Andrew told him.  Andrew took Jaxon’s face in his hands.  
Andrew bent and gave the boy a passionate kiss on the lips.  His fingers stroked Jaxon’s 
face while one finger traced the pattern in his ear.  Every thing about this boy is sexy, he 
thought.  



A few minutes later when they broke the kiss, Andrew took hold of Jaxon’s yellow t-shirt 
by the hem and began to pull it over his head.  As he pulled the t-shirt up over Jaxon’s 
head, he saw a few white blond hairs under each arm.  While the t-shirt was still over the 
boy’s head Andrew bent and kissed Jaxon’s armpit and toyed with the 6 or 7 hairs with 
his tongue.   

Jaxon giggled, No fair!  The muffled objection from came from inside the t-shirt.  
Andrew spent a moment longer licking the boy’s magnificent pit. When the shirt came 
off and Jaxon’s naked chest was in view, the sight took Andrew’s breath away.   

Andrew kissed Jaxon again while combing his shaggy sandy blond hair with his fingers.  
While he was kissing him his hand fumbled with the button on Jaxon’s cargo shorts.  
When the button released, Andrew began to unzip the shorts in an agonizingly slow 
fashion.  He felt the outline of the boy’s erection and the heat that it generated came right 
through the shorts.  Andrew could feel the ridge of Jaxon’s corona and he knew that the 
boy was not wearing underwear.  Andrew released the slide on the zipper and the shorts 
dropped to the floor in a puddle at the boy’s feet.  

Jaxon’s cute feet slipped out of his leather flip flops and he stepped closer to Andrew.  
Andrew tenderly took Jaxon’s face in his hands and he passionately kissed him.    

Jaxon wrapped his arms around Andrew’s waist.  He wanted to feel their engorged 
boners grind together.  The feeling of their naked bodies rubbing against each other was 
the most sensual thing Jaxon had experienced.  Jaxon’s fingers danced over Andrew’s 
body.  It was almost as if Jaxon feared he only had this opportunity for a moment and he 
had to touch every inch of Andrew before he slipped away.  

Andrew moaned as he felt the boy’s naked body against his.  This was a dream come 
true.  This time when he kissed Jaxon, Andrew left his mouth open.  Jaxon quickly 
matched Andrew’s open mouth kiss.  In second they were both reveling in the taste of 
each other.  Tasting this boy was beyond anything Andrew could imagine.  It was better 
than tasting a $10,000 bottle of wine.  This kiss went on for a while and their hard penises 
painted each other with their precum.  This time when they broke their kiss, Andrew took 
Jaxon by the hand and led him to the master bed room.  

At the foot of the bed Andrew kissed Jaxon again and his fingers roamed over the boy’s 
naked body.  Their tongues dueled as each probed the other hot hungry mouth.  Andrew’s 
fingers caressed Jaxon’s tight bubble butt.  More than once he traced the boy crack with 
his finger.  

Jaxon paused and looked into Andrew’s eyes.  I have never done…you 
know…like…anything, Jaxon told Andrew.  

Andrew held Jaxon’s face in his hands and smiled at him.  Don’t worry.  We won’t do 
anything that you are not ready to do.  



Jaxon grinned and said, I’m ready…so ready…  

The two fell into the bed.  Jaxon was on top of Andrew.  Their throbbing erections pulsed 
side by side.  Andrew loved the feeling of the boy’s nakedness.  Andrew could not help 
but grin each time he was prodded by Jaxon’s drooling 4 ½” erection.  Andrew was 
having as much trouble as the boy taking in this entire experience.  He held the boy’s 
young god like body in a tight embrace as if it might slip away from him.  Andrew 
stroked the boy’s hips.  The stroking caused Jaxon to groan and thrust his erection against 
Andrew’s tight abs.    

Their combined precum provided a wonderful lubricant for Jaxon erection.  Each thrust 
against Andrew left Jaxon gasping for breath.  

Andrew could not get over how wonderful the boy tasted and his fresh boy scent was 
over powering.  He loved the feeling of Jaxon thrusting uncontrollably as he stroked the 
boy’s hips.    

Jaxon could only moan in ecstasy as he was completely overwhelmed by the intense 
stimulation.  Jaxon’s young nerve ending were on overload.  Jaxon could feel the tension 
building in his loins but was powerless to do anything about it.  Jaxon was holding on for 
dear life trying to delay his inevitable orgasm.  He felt Andrew’s fingers begin to stroke 
his hips again and felt an overwhelming need to thrust his manhood against 
Andrew…when Andrew paused a moment half way up his hips.  Jaxon felt his cheeks 
being parted and was startled by the feeling of Andrews finger on his tender rose bud.    

It only took a light touch to push Jaxon over the edge.  Jaxon lost control.  He was 
overpowered by his young body’s need to seed.  He began to thrust his young member 
uncontrollably against Andrew.  Jaxon ground his hard cock against Andrew’s rock hard 
abs.    

Then Jaxon felt the tip of Andrew’s finger invading his sacred space.  That was the 
moment Jaxon completely lost it.  His testicles drew up as his young, hairless penis began 
to ejaculate his hot semen all over Andrew.    

Andrew was so over stimulated that when the boy began his orgasmic thrusting, the 
friction of his thrusting was more than Andrew could take.  Andrew groaned loudly as his 
man seed began to bathe the boy.  Their bodies were entangled lustfully as their essences 
merged.  Their man seed combining as they uncontrollably covered each other with their 
essence.  

Andrew continued their kiss long after their bodies were spent from an orgasm of a life 
time.  Andrew finally broke their kiss and whispered in Jaxon’s ear, you are 
amazing…and that was awesome.    



This time Jaxon initiated the kiss probing every corner of Andrew’s mouth.  Jaxon finally 
rolled off of Andrew and he began to laugh as he saw the small lake of semen the two 
had created on Andrew’s abdomen.   

Wow I didn’t know two guys could make that much sperm, laughed Andrew.  Do me a 
favor and grab us a couple of towels before we destroy the bed.  

Jaxon was back from the bathroom in moments with two towels.  Jaxon climbed up on 
the bed and while kneeling before Andrew, Jaxon lovingly wiped up the semen off of 
Andrew’s sculpted body.   Jaxon tenderly lifted Andrew’s now flaccid penis and gently 
dried it off.  As he did his own penis began to engorge again.   

Andrew had his first good view of the boy’s naked body.  Jaxon you look amazing.  I 
could just eat you up.  As a matter of fact…I will!  As Andrew raised up on one elbow 
and he could not help but be overcome by the details of the young hairless erection in 
front of him.  It was the most spectacular boy penis Andrew had ever seen.  The pink 
head of the circumcised penis was still leaking a drop of Jaxon’s boy seed from his last 
orgasm.  He took a moment just to study it.  

Jaxon watched Andrew intently and could not believe his eyes as Andrew’s tongue gently 
licked the glans of Jaxon’s post orgasmic sensitive penis.  The brief taste of his boy seed 
was like fine Champagne.  Andrew took the boy’s member in his hand so that he could 
better explore the shaved beauty.  There was not a hair on the boy’s sculpted body that 
Andrew could see.  

Andrew leaned back for a moment and looked into Jaxon’s awe struck eyes and said, you 
have the most magnificent penis I have ever seen.  And then Andrew returned to worship 
his boyhood with his tongue.  The slightly salty taste of his penis caused Andrew’s penis 
to become rock hard.  Jaxon, while still tender after his orgasm, could not help but 
develop one of the most potent erections he had ever had in his young life.   

As Jaxon’s penis became fully erect, Andrew’s attention to it became more intense.  
Andrew slowly bobbed his head taking the boy to the hilt.  He wanted to maximize the 
boy’s pleasure so Andrew released Jaxon’s throbbing member to allow him to get in a 
better position to give the boy pleasure.  As soon as Andrew released the boy’s raging 
member, Jaxon moaned in disappointment.  

Andrew quickly moved to kneel on the floor.  He pulled the kneeling boy toward his 
mouth and took him deep in his throat.  Andrew began to stroke the boy’s sensitive hips 
knowing that the nerve ending would cause the boy to reflexively thrust forward.  Soon 
the boy’s instincts took over and he was face fucking Andrew.  The boy needed to seed 
again and the need was intense.  The room was filled with the sound of the boy’s ecstatic 
moans and the sound of slapping as the boys bare pubis slapped Andrew’s face.  



Andrew had a powerful erection that was constantly leaking his precum all over his 
hardwood floor.  If Andrew had been interested he would have found and amazing 
puddle of precum on his hardwood floor.    

Andrew lusted for a taste of the boy’s seed.   He was anxious to taste his essence.  Night 
after night, Andrew had dreamed of this moment and imagined the boy’s explosive 
orgasm in his hungry mouth.  While one hand began to probe the boy’s crack, the other 
hand reached for Jaxon’s rock hard nipples.  

Jaxon was lost in his own passion.  His fingers running through Andrews’s silky soft 
sandy hair as he mindlessly slammed his penis home again and again as his body sought 
the sexual release it so desperately needed.  Jaxon felt himself approach the ragged edge 
of his orgasm.  He eased off wanting to make this incredible moment last.  

Jaxon slowed his pace and as he ever so slowly thrust his raging erection in Andrew’s hot 
hungry mouth, Jaxon felt his corona pass over each of the individual ridges in the roof of 
Andrew’s mouth.    

As Jaxon slowed down, Andrew carefully avoided any unnecessary stimulation in order 
to help the boy allow this sexual miracle to continue.  As he did so he became aware of 
the copious precum leaking from the boy’s pulsing member.  Andrew was so anxious to 
have his first taste of the boy’s essence.  He so wanted to immediately suck the boy to a 
mind bending orgasm and it took every fiber of Andrew’s being to restrain himself.  

As Jaxon’s erection passed over each of the ridges the nerve ending in his corona were 
sending electric shocks to the boy’s aching testicles.  Jaxon knew that as much as he 
wanted to make this last his young hairless body was crying out for release.    

It was as if Jaxon went one ridge too far and the boy lost control of his body. Jaxon 
thought he should pull out of Andrew’s mouth and his mouth started to make nonsense 
sounds…Andrew…gotta…mmmfp…need to…shouldn’t…can’t stop.   If his mouth 
wasn’t so busy preparing to feast on the young boy’s seed, Andrew would have smiled.  
He pulled the boy deep in his throat knowing that would firmly push the boy over the 
edge into the hottest orgasm of his young life.  

Jaxon cried out in pleasure as he crossed through the point of no return.  Jaxon drew his 
steaming cock back and began thrusting again and again.  His body was wracked with 
wave after wave of a powerful orgasm.  Jaxon’s young body released his precious seed in 
to Andrew’s waiting mouth.  The first explosion of seed shot so hard into the back of 
Andrew’s throat that the volume of seed made Andrew momentarily gag.  

The successive ejaculations of boy seed filled Andrew’s mouth.  Andrew savored the 
taste and marveled at the immature boy’s ability to cum.    

As the orgasm subsided, Jaxon was weak and completely spent.  Andrew supported his 
body as he stood up facing the boy.  As Jaxon’s breathing began to return to normal, 



Jaxon tried to tell Andrew he was sorry that he came in his mouth.  About half way 
through the apology that Andrew thoroughly expected from the innocent young boy, 
Andrew put his index finger to the boy’s lips to silence him.  Andrew stood before the 
boy with his raging and leaking erection throbbing and smiled at the boy and opened his 
mouth.    

Clearly visible on Andrew’s tongue was the boy’s treasure.  The boy marveled that 
Andrew’s mouth was filled with his seed.  As the boy watched, Andrew closed his mouth 
and as a wine connoisseur might do he swirled the luscious seed around his mouth before 
swallowing it.  Andrew opened his mouth to show Jaxon it was empty.  

As Andrew drew the boy to him in a tight hug he told Jaxon, that was amazing!  I could 
eat all of your sperm forever and I would never tire of it.  You taste amazing.    

Andrew pulled the boy up so that he could kiss and hug him.  His tongue was soon 
probing Jaxon’s mouth.  

Jaxon could not believe that he tasted his own seed in Andrew’s mouth.  This is truly the 
most amazing thing that ever happened to him.  Jaxon wished this moment could last 
forever.  Unfortunately that was the precise moment that the doorbell rang.  

Andrew looked at the clock and it was still only 8:15.  He wondered who could be at the 
door and then decided that it must be Katherine.  

Andrew grinned at Jaxon as he got up to go to his closet.  I am just glad that wasn’t a few 
minutes earlier.  I would not have wanted anything to interrupt that moment, Andrew told 
Jaxon.  

Andrew grabbed a light cotton robe and headed for the door.  He looked down to see that 
he was still fully erect and his penis was staining the white robe with his precum.  Oh 
well…  

Andrew peered through the peep hole in the door and it was Katherine.  Andrew opened 
the door and invited her in.  In moments Katherine took in his nakedness other than the 
robe and the raging erection that was leaking wet spots all over his robe could not have 
been more obvious.  

Good morning, Andrew said somewhat sheepishly.    

Katherine could not take her eyes off the bulge in his robe and she began to blush 
furiously.  I’m sorry, she stammered.  

Andrew smiled and shrugged.   It is no big deal, he said.  Your timing was very 
good…all things considered.  



Katherine was amazed that Andrew could be so nonchalant about the situation.   I didn’t 
mean to intrude.  Jaxon ran off without any clothes and he did not take house keys or 
money, Katherine said as she handed him the keys and money.  I guess now I know why 
he was in such a rush this morning.  Katherine asked somewhat reluctantly, is everything 
okay?  

Andrew smiled and said it couldn’t be better.   

Jaxon walked up behind Andrew wrapped only in the cum soaked towel.  The smell of 
their semen permeated the hallway.  Katherine thought it was a pleasant smell.  She could 
not help studying her precious boy in the afterglow of his orgasm with his first lover.  
This situation was almost more than Katherine could comprehend.  

Katherine held out her arms for Jaxon to come to her.  She hugged him and kissed him 
lightly on the lips while rubbing his back with her hands.  She felt his muscles ripple and 
his intake of breath.  It was a moment in time Katherine would never forget…but not as 
memorable as the next moment when for the second time that day the friction of a hug 
caused a bath towel to dislodge.  She instantly knew that her baby boy, Jaxon, was now 
naked in his mother’s arms.  She kissed him again and told him how much she loved him.  

When Katherine pulled away she saw for the first time the remnants of their love making 
still wet on the boy’s bare pubis.  Katherine quickly turned and left.  

Andrew put his arm around Jaxon as they watched her walk up the sidewalk toward her 
waiting Toyota Highlander.  

Andrew said with somewhat of a smirk, I thought that went well didn’t you?  

Jaxon elbowed Andrew in the gut and ripped his robe open.  In front of the glass picture 
window beside the front door, Jaxon fell to his knees ready to take his first man orally.    

As Katherine buckled her seatbelt, she could not help looking back at the door.  It was 
then that she saw her baby devouring his first man penis.  She watched as her boy 
struggled to get Andrew’s almost 7” member in his young mouth.  Without any manual 
stimulation, Katherine was able to press her legs together and after a moment or two of 
grinding her legs together she was overcome by her own orgasm.  Katherine like her son 
released a torrent of her love juices and her panties were quickly soaked as she continued 
to watch her boy take Andrew’s member.  

Andrew looked out the window and watched Katherine observe her son’s first 
lovemaking.  He wondered what she thought about her son enjoying his first man cock.  

Andrew was quickly swept up in his own stimulation.  Jaxon was a quick study and 
stroked Andrew’s hips just as Andrew had done for him.  Jaxon tasted the flood of 
Andrew’s precum and savored the slightly salty taste.    



As he felt Jaxon was able to take more and more of his thick shaft, Andrew began to 
quicken his pace.  While he wanted to make it last as long as he could, the sexual 
situation and the beauty of this hairless young boy quickly became more than his body 
could take.  He needed to fill Jaxon’s mouth with a large measure of his hot man seed.    

Like Jaxon, the point of no return came on Andrew without warning.  Suddenly he was 
facing fucking the boy for all he is worth.  Andrew heard the boy gag as his raging hard 
cock was buried to the hilt.  Andrew felt his testicles draw up as the first wave of his 
orgasm swept over him.  Andrew’s raging hard erection erupted deep in the boy’s throat.    

Jaxon gagged as the first volley of man seed exploded in his throat.  Jaxon pulled back 
slightly so that the majority of Andrew’s seed landed on his tongue.  Jaxon desperately 
wanted to taste his older lover’s essence.  He got his wish as his tongue was filled with 
Andrew’s semen.  The taste was very salty, Jaxon decided.  But he liked salty things.  
The thought of having his lover’s seed on his tongue made the boy’s penis ache.    

As Andrew’s climax eased, he lifted the boy and drew him into a passionate kiss.  
Andrew probed the boy’s mouth tasting a large helping of his own seed.  He pulled back 
from the boy and told him just how amazing that was.    

The boy savored the taste of his lover’s essence.  He still could not believe this was 
actually happening.  Jaxon was desperately afraid of waking from a dream. 
Jaxon looked up into Andrew’s blue eyes and said, thank you for letting me taste you.  I 
love you Andrew.  The boy fell into Andrew’s waiting arms.  As they hugged, Andrew 
saw Mrs. Willis walking her dog in front of the house.  He saw her absently look toward 
the glass wall beside his front door.  Before the scene in front of her could register 
Andrew pulled Jaxon away from the window.  

When Andrew told Jaxon what was going on, they both broke into side splitting laughter.  
Andrew threw his arm around Jaxon.  He hugged the boy to his body as they walked 
toward the kitchen.  Andrew grabbed some coffee and Jaxon got a Mountain Dew.  
Andrew took Jaxon by the hand and led him toward the patio.    

The walked out by the pool and admired the spectacular vista unfold before them.  The 
sun drenched mountains around them and the valley below were breathtaking as the two 
young lovers stood arm in arm and admired the view.  Andrew decided that was the 
perfect time to push Jaxon in the pool.   Jaxon’s reflexes were quick and he grabbed 
Andrew’s arm when he was momentarily off balance and both of them tumbled into the 
pool.  Jaxon swam toward the surface guiding himself with Andrew’s legs.  When 
Andrew’s manhood came into view, Jaxon took his flaccid penis in his mouth and sucked 
and kissed it.  He swam to the surface and hugged and kissed Andrew.    

The swam and played in the pool for a while.  Andrew suggested they try the hot tub.  
They got out of the pool and walked over toward the hot tub.  Andrew walked behind 
Jaxon soaking up every detail and moment of this situation.  He just thought he could not 
be this lucky. 



 
Jaxon said, I guess we have to go to work now on building the rock wall.    

Andrew grinned and said that the only rock around here today would be Jaxon’s rock 
hard cock.  As they stood at the edge of the hot tub, Andrew kissed Jaxon passionately.    

Jaxon looked at Andrew and asked, Do you think it could possible get any better than 
this?  

Andrew held him close as their erections pressed together and he said, oh yeah 
baby…this is only the very beginning.  They kissed again and settled into the hot tub 
nestled in each other’s arms.  The view of the surrounding mountains and the valley 
below was breathtaking.  They held each other quietly.  Each of them was lost in a world 
of their own.  

Jaxon leaned over and kissed Andrew lightly.  He pulled back and looked him in the eye 
and said, Thank you for being my guide to the most amazing experience of my life.  He 
kissed Andrew again.  Andrew never saw the tears of joy streaming down Jaxon’s face.   

More to come… 

I hope you enjoyed the second chapter of Jaxon Gets Shaved.  I would love to know what 
you think of it.  Would you like for me to continue this story.  Please email me your 
thoughts at mack1137@gmail.com.  If you enjoyed this story and would like to read 

some of my other stories, please visit http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com . 

Have fun and keep stroking!!! 
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